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Milestones, Goals, Terminology

- Updates have been covered here
- We will soon go through last call for terminology and requirements drafts
Basic Support Draft

- WG and IETF last call have occurred
- We have not yet seen a NEMO-external security analysis
- Draft will continue forward in standardization path
- 40-50 people in the room have read the draft
Multihoming

- Is there interest in this work?
  - About 35 people raise hands
- What is the difference between generic multihoming and NEMO-specific?
- What generic work is not currently covered in other groups that should be?
- Can we identify NEMO work to do?
Basic Support Useages

- Should title reflect that it’s about home networks?
- No comments against continuing this as a WG document.
Prefix Delegation

- **Delegating from HA to MR**
  - HA should act as DHCPv6 delegating router, MR acts as requesting router

- **MR becomes virtual router and virtual DHCP server**

- **Probably best to split this into two separate drafts**